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Welcome to your Strategy  

Lochaber Housing Association provides high quality services that reflect the needs and priorities 

of tenants. Tenants play a vital role in helping us to improve these services and shape how we 

work.   

The Association has a history of involving its tenants in the decisions it takes. Our vision is one of 

‘partnership with tenants’ and this engagement strategy will continue to support this. 

Our Tenant Participation Strategy will: 

✓ Support our tenants to participate 

✓ Offer meaningful engagement 

✓ Provide the opportunity for all tenants to be involved 

✓ Help tenants make decisions about their home and community 

In short, tenants play a vital role in decision making 

Blair Alan 

Chief Executive 

Lochaber Housing Association 

 

Summary 

Lochaber Housing Association is committed to ensuring tenants take part in decisions that affect 

them. We are aware, however, that there are challenges in securing this involvement, such as 

having our housing stock dispersed over a wide geographic area. 

This revised strategy was developed following an engagement event supported by TPAS      

Scotland, a national social enterprise organisation, to lead our engagement review that included 

staff and tenants to identify what was important to them and to complete an action plan for 

moving forward. The group  suggested the three C’s – Consult, Communicate and Champions. 

The original action plan has been reduced to key areas in discussion with Your Voice, and the 

strategy maintains the spirit of what was discussed and agreed by tenants and staff at the event. 

The strategy was then drafted and brought to the Your Voice group for feedback, comments and        

suggestion with the final draft then made available to all tenants for consultation before being 

adopted by the Association. 

The strategy refers to engagement as well as participation, by referring to engagement we are 

pledging meaningful involvement of our tenants and working with our tenants to create a   

stronger and more robust culture of tenants feeling engaged and involved in the things that   

matter to them. Whilst also helping to be our critical friend!! 



 

 

Policy Context 

Strategy Background and Legal Framework 

Our Commitment 

LHA’s strategic objective is to develop and manage a high quality range of services that meet the 

needs and preferences of service users – working with TPAS, tenants and staff we have          

developed and now implementing a new tenant participation strategy, which aspires to: 

✓ continue to develop the Your Voice partnership with more tenants involved 

✓ focusing on enabling and equipping tenants to be scrutineers (critical friends) of our service 

✓ provide detail on how we will consult, the opportunities for tenants to be involved,        

timescales and the benefits  

✓ widen opportunities for engagement 

✓ help prepare some members of Your Voice to become candidates for Board membership.  

Our tenants are our most important stakeholders; under our Standing Orders, it is the role of 

Your Voice, our tenant partnership group, to scrutinise the performance of the Association across 

a range of key indicators, and, in particular, against the outcomes required under the Scottish 

Social Housing Charter; lead in the production of the annual report to tenants required under the 

Scottish Social Housing Charter; consider any new/revised policy, or decision of the Board, that 

affects the management or maintenance of tenants’ homes, prior to its implementation; organise 

and conduct consultations and surveys with the wider tenant population in order to inform the 

decision and policy making of the Board; and scrutinise the quality, efficiency and effectiveness 

of the Association’s services, recommending appropriate change and improvement. 

Whilst we have made worthwhile progress in effectively engaging with our tenants through these 

structures and processes, the partnership needs further development to increase membership 

and participation levels. We will therefore support the Your Voice group to devise and implement 

this Tenant Engagement Strategy and Action Plan. 

Legislation and Regulation 

1. Housing Scotland Act 2001 as amended gave tenants and tenant’s groups the right to be 

involved and to take part in decisions which affect them, later legislation has strengthened 

tenants’ rights.  The Act also places duties on landlords to ensure there are ways for      

tenants to get involved in decisions and to support and resource tenant participation 

2. Scottish Housing Charter - Charter was developed by tenants and for tenants in 2012 and 

updated in 2017. It sets out the outcomes and standards that LHA and all landlords in  

Scotland are expected to meet and the levels of services tenants should expect from LHA. 

The Charter covers 16 key areas including participation and communication. 



 

 

3. Social landlords should manage their businesses so that: tenants and other customers find 

it easy to participate in and influence their landlord’s decisions at a level they feel         

comfortable with.’ 

4. Scottish Housing Regulator expects that Tenants are at the heart of their organisation. We 

produce an Annual Assurance Statement for tenants to reassure them of compliance in 

meeting our statutory responsibilities to them. 

5. How the Association performs will be monitored every year by the Scottish Housing       

Regulator” and then reported on their website.  

6. The Scottish Housing Charter and the Scottish Housing Regulator requires that the          

Association has arrangements in place to make sure tenants can scrutinise and help        

improve performance and influence decisions about policies and services . 

7. The Association should involve tenants in setting and monitoring its performance in all    

aspects of service. 

Equal Opportunities 

We will actively encourage and promote measures to ensure that all tenants have equal access to 

participation. We will consult and involve tenants from all our communities regardless of their 

age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, 

race, religion and belief, sex, or sexual orientation. We will use a range of ways to consult and 

enable participation, which reflects and respects the diversity of our tenants.  

We will ensure all our activities are accessible, we will provided support for you to attend if you 

need it and our information is available in other formats and languages on request 

Benefits of Good Engagement 

We recognise that, when working well, tenant engagement brings benefits to tenants, staff and 

the Association. 

Why should I get involved?  To improve service delivery and ensure better value for money, 

chance to develop new knowledge and skills 

What difference will I make?  Tenants are regarded as experts in their community and living 

environment, all we ask is that you share that expertise with us 

How will scrutiny improve services?  Tenants actively monitoring our services, better     

communication between staff and tenants.  Tenants who are better informed will have the    

confidence to understand and influence decisions 

What does the Association get out of it?  Building mutual trust, understanding and respect 

between the Association and its tenants.  Increased tenant satisfaction with their homes and 

communities and increased job satisfaction for staff. 

 

 



 

 

Key Methods of Engagement 

Lochaber Housing Association is not looking to be overly complicated in how we conduct         

engagement activity: with a more flexible approach we are willing to think out of the box if it 

means getting the views and involvement of tenants and the communities we work with. We do 

however want to increase engagement activities, and ensure we have a robust system in place. 

 Our key routes to engagement will offer three levels of involvement  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Light touch 

Take an        
interest 

Get involved 

Going a little further than light touch and attending 

events 

✓ Attend one or two Your Voice meetings and any            

consultation groups 

✓ Attending our AGM 

✓ Taking part in your local estate walkabouts or scheme    

surveys 

✓ Feedback on consultation documents, Tenant Talk and 

methods for consultation on the annual rent increase 

Taking a moment or your time to feedback 

✓ Responding to our surveys 

✓ Responding to our rent consultation 

✓ Response to any consultation on My Home 

An active tenant voice, a tenant champion 

✓ Become a voice of our tenants and critical friend 

✓ Actively participate and help to organise events 

✓ Regular attendance at Your Voice 

✓ Become a tenant Champion 

✓ Help us with the design and content of our Tenant Talk   

annual report 

✓ Participate in or help organise a Registered Tenant             

Organisation or participate in existing groups 



 

 

 

Tenants interested in being involved can contact the Association via: 

 housingmgt@lochaberhousing.org.uk 

 Melody Robinson 01397 702530 

 Tony Dickson 01397 702530 

 Or alternatively register their interest via their My Home dashboard. 

 

Engagement is about lending us your voice, sharing your thoughts and 

us valuing your opinions and expertise as a tenant on areas such as; 

 

Rent     
increases 

Triannual 
survey 

Service 
standards 

Maintenance 

Policy 
changes 

Community 
issues 

New 
builds 

mailto:housingmgt@lochaberhousing.org.uk


 

 

The Three Cs 

The three Cs were decided by tenants as key to our activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tenant Champions refers to those who champion our tenant engagement, both staff and ten-

ants, we understand that sometimes people are busy, and want to concentrate on a multitude of 

other things in their lives, but who also want to be heard. We will offer that opportunity through 

our light touch involvement and where tenants want to take an interest.  We also seek to foster a 

stronger relationship with the few who wish to get actively involved.  Not just in meetings but to 

actively represent their area and neighbours, working with us to raise the profile of engagement, 

help carry out the local discussions and be the driver of discussions. With support and training. 

Consult 

Communications 

Champion 

Clear, concise and active communication 

✓ Clear methods of communication 

✓ Making use of technology but ensuring we offer traditional 

methods for those who cant use it 

✓ Actively listen to our tenants 

✓ Keep tenants updated through our newsletter, website and 

My Home portal 

✓ Feedback for tenant champions to and from neighbours  

✓ Specific Your Voice page on the My Home portal for all   

tenants 

✓ Social Media to encourage younger tenants to get involved 

Meaningful consultation 

✓ Consultation  throughout the LHA Groups Services and    

Departments 

✓ Tenants given time to respond - within a standard period of 

at least 28 days 

✓ Tenants given the background, context, guidance and     

options 

Promoting tenant engagement by LHA 

✓ Staff Tenant Engagement Champions - Engagement 

throughout the organisation  

✓ Tenant Champions - the voice for tenant engagement and 

their community 



 

 

What tenants told us they would like to see 

At our tenant engagement event with TPAS, tenants very positively discussed the three Cs and 
came up with lots of interesting suggestions for what they would like to see. Using this           
information Your Voice then agreed the Action Plan which was developed to summarise the key 
goals. 

Suggestions as Categorised by the three Cs 

Champions 

  

Tenant/staff group, set up to monitor the action plan – using a traffic lights      
system.  

Champions 
Resource the “scrutiny group” - set up Your Voice members and provide relevant 
training. 

Champions / 

Communicate 

  

Area tenant representatives set up with recruitment, training and support. Two 
way communication in place with feed back to and from LHA with tenant reps  
asking neighbours for their thoughts and feedback in consultations or estate     
issues. 

Champions 

  

Investigate a dedicated Part Time Tenant Participation Officer, looking at the    
potential to share with another organisation and share costs. 

Champions / 

Communicate 

Neighbourhood walkabouts – advertised times and dates and ensure all relevant 
staff attend.  Ensuring feedback to all those who attended along with an update on 
the web site/Facebook or tenant portal 

Champions / 

Communicate 
Neighbourhood walkabouts should be revisited after six months. 

Consult 

  
Review and update the  Tenant Participation Strategy 

Consult /          
Communicate 

Tenant Voice leaflet revamped (dull) 

Consult 
Training for all on methods of Tenant Participation including joint tenant and staff 
events 

Communicate Tenant Participation should be a standing agenda on all team meetings 

Consult Flexibility of opportunity to be involved – times, place, methods and frequency  

Communicate 

  

Consult and feedback on the tenant survey ( this is about tenants preferences for         
engagement) 

Communicate Ensure we feedback to tenants immediately following any event/consultation 

Communicate Publicise tenant impacts on any changes to services 

Communicate 
Plan and implement annual report with Your Voice as the lead representing      
tenants in their report 

Consult 
Better use of technology (what will it look like and will it encourage involvement – 
text and digital consultations) 

Communicate 

  

Tenant Participation strategy should be short, glossy and inviting with range of  
options and details for who to contact within LHA 

Communicate 
Set up and advertise - Twitter and Facebook – use this to feedback – at least 
weekly, explore the use of social and multi media platforms 

Communicate 

  

Listening to feedback from tenants, providing opportunities to enable staff to pick 
up on local issues/themes – use this to entice tenants to attend Your Voice or local 
consultation and focus groups 

Communicate Website/My Home– Your Voice – own page 



 

 

 

Communicate Website/My Home Your Voice application form added online 

Communicate 

  

Facebook page Website/My Home revamp to make involvement section more    
enticing – include tenant impacts 

Communicate Website, brighten up the involvement section – not cheery or inviting 

Communicate / 
Champion 

Website – menu of involvement – need a contact person, list of interested tenants 
included 

Communicate Website – events/pop-ins walkabouts to be added 

Communicate 
  

Promote what was done in newsletter and web 

Communicate 
Web links to other organisations SHR TPAS etc 
  

Communicate 
Staff pick up on tenants’ issues/complaints and feedback – record and contact if 
relevant 

Champions/ 
Communicate 

Live on-line chat – chat with CEO, maintenance etc 

Communicate 
Information postcards on ops. for involvement and with who to contact carried by 
maintenance 

Communicate Language –short guide for staff on tenant’s language (iPhone translator) 

Communicate Go to tenants/local surgeries – well advertised 

Communicate Attend local events with pop-up – entice and inform (prize draw) 

Communicate Calendar of tenant events available for all staff 

Communicate 
  

Travel to tenant’s surgery or pop in round the area – themed – prize draw 
(sounds less formal) fun events 

Communicate 
  

Round the schools – being a tenant – getting involved  (involve children of       
tenants) 

Communicate Piggy back other events 

Communicate All activities, promote travel care/ costs 

Communicate Your Voice fun events – bring a pal 

Champions Badges/T-shirts merchandise to promote engagement 

Communicate Community Fund – celebrate success – advertise pen pictures of projects 



 

 

The Action Plan 

Consult 

1. Review, update and monitor the Tenant Engagement strategy and action plan 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff and tenants 

Timescale?   Ongoing review of adherence and main document reviewed three yearly 

Resources  Staff and tenant time 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management, Board of Management, Staff and tenants 

 Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

2. Make use of technology and staff working in their areas to engage with more 

tenants 

Who will carry out this task?   Staff 

Timescale?  Consider year one 

Resources?  Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management and staff 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

3. Involve more tenants and adapt new ways to consult and work with other    

community and resident groups 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff and tenants  

Timescale?  Consider year one 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Staff 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

4. More consultation with tenants throughout LHA Group 

Who will carry out this task?  Senior Management 

Timescale?  Consider year one 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 



 

 

Communicate 

1. Review communication methods with tenants and update on the outcome of 

consultation events and actions 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff and tenants 

Timescale?   Consider year two 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management, Staff and tenants 

 Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

2. Review social media, My Home and website by tenants for tenants, incorporate 

more information on tenant engagement, but also community news and events 

Who will carry out this task?   Staff and tenants 

Timescale?  Consider year two 

Resources? Annual budget allocated  

Who needs to know?  Senior Management and staff and tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

3. Inclusive communication that includes our rural areas 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff   

Timescale?  Consider year one 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

4. Listen, feedback, discuss and agree 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff and tenants 

Timescale?  Ongoing 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management, Board of Management, staff and tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 



 

 

Champions  

1. Your Voice to scrutinise our tenant engagement performance and champion   

tenant engagement by LHA 

Who will carry out this task?  Tenants 

Timescale?   Annual Review?? 

Resources? Annual budget allocated   

Who needs to know?  Senior Management, Board of Management, staff and tenants 

 Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

2. Create named champions for tenants to identify. Area tenant representatives. 

Set up, recruit, train and support. Two way communication/feedback to/from 

LHA and neighbours 

Who will carry out this task?   Staff and tenants 

Timescale?  Ongoing 

Resources? Annual budget allocated  

Who needs to know?  Staff and tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

3. Involve champions in estate walkabouts and key scrutiny group for policies and 

services 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff  and tenants 

Timescale?  Ongoing 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Staff and tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 

4. Develop a group of critical friends 

Who will carry out this task?  Staff and tenants 

Timescale?  Ongoing 

Resources? Annual budget allocated 

Who needs to know?  Senior Management, Board of Management, staff and tenants 

Monitored by?  Via Your Voice 



 

 

Moving forward  

Implementing the Action Plan  

Short Term 

✓ Agree the Tenant Participation Strategy with Your Voice and the Board of Management 

✓ Implement the development of more tenants interested in the light touch and getting in-

volved 

Medium Term 

✓ Develop more tenants to be more active and work to develop tenant champions 

✓ More diverse engagement activities in place 

✓ Mid term report to Your Voice on progress 

Long Term 

✓ Tenant Champions in place 

✓ Tenant Engagement throughout the LHA Group 

 

 

 



 

 

Monitoring and Reviewing  the Action Plan  

The Tenant Participation Strategy is a working document and its implementation will be moni-

tored on an on-going basis by Your Voice and the strategy will be reviewed with tenants every 

three years.   

We will also monitor and review the ways we communicate with you and the methods of partici-

pation to make sure they are the most effective. 

Resources and support 

We recognise the importance of ensuring that sufficient support and resources are available for 

tenant participation to work effectively.  We will set a tenant participation budget to cover costs 

such as:  

✓ Meeting/venue costs, refreshment costs 

✓ Travel and subsistence expenses 

✓ Stationery, pre-paid envelopes when consulting by post, photocopying, etc 

✓ Staff and tenant training and conferences costs  

✓ Care costs 

✓ Publications/publicity including leaflets, newsletters and flyers 

✓ Support for tenant groups including any group wishing to become an  RTO 

✓ Training for staff and tenants 

✓ TPAS Membership and attendance at events 

✓ Staff time made available to support and facilitate participation. 

 

This strategy created by tenants and staff working together  with support from  
Senior Management will enable Lochaber Housing Association to provide its high 
quality services that are truly reflective of the needs of our tenants and help us to 
ensure that we continue to improve our services and shape how we work. 

 

 


